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high-temperature form
temperature modification. Neither their suggestion concerning the compositional field nor
the existenceof high- and low-temperature tetrahedrites have proven exactly correct' but their
observations previewed the results of several
later studies.
By determining the phase relations in the
system Cu-Sb-S, Skinner et aI. (1972) discovered that the compositional field of tetrahedrite solid solution is a distorted oval with
its longest axis approximately parallel to the
join Cur$baS'CuraSbaSrs,in disagreementwith
Cambi & Elli (1965). They also demonstrated
that the coexistingtetrahedritesat room temperature, one Cu-rich, the other Cu-poor, arise by
exsolution due to the appearance of a solvus
along the compositionaljoin. Further study of the
exsolved tetrahedrites by Makovicky & Skinner
(1972) revealed that the solvus describing the
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exsolution must be ternary and not pseudo.
binary. This meant that in order to understand
the exsolution process, the orientation of the
solvus tie-lines would be required.
The results of Skinner et al. (L972) were confirmed by Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973) who
also made a major step forward by delineating
the shape of tle room-temperature composition
field from quenched samples, prepared at
300"C. However, they did not determine the
shape of the solvus as a function of temperature, nor the exact room-temperature tie-lines
for coexisting tetrahedrites. In the present paper, which amplifies the preliminary results of
Makovicky a al. (1975), we report on both
aspectsof the solvus. In the meantime, Tatsuka
& Morimoto (1977a) have reported evidence
suggesting that the entire tetrahedrite phase
field becomes unstable below 250oC, breaking
down to famatinite f digenite * antimony. If
they are correct, the quenched tetrahedrites
and the solvus are actually metastable.We have
not been able to confirm or denj'the suggestion
of Tatsuka & Morimoto, but we would not be
surprised if tetrahedrite proves to be yet another example of low-temperature, metastable
persistence by an ore mineral.

The a values of all tetrahedrite sampleswere
measuredusing Guinier-Hiigg focusing cameras
of the Institute of Mineralogy, Univenity of
Copenhagen,using CuK<r radiation, bent quartz
crystal monochromators and quartz internal
standards. All well-defined reflections of the
two exsolved tetrahedrite phaseswere measured
and used for the calculation of the respective
cubic lattice parameters a. In extreme cases,
where one phasewas present in minor amounts,
only the strongestreflections could be used.
The other split of the pulverized sample was
loaded into thin-walled glass capillaries 0.3 mm
in diameter. To ensure tight packing of the
powder, the capillaries were shaken in an ultrasonic vibrator. The compacted sulfide powders
were topped with crushed glass; the capillaries
were evacuated, sealed and then studied in a
high-temperature X-ray diffraction camera.
One sample, no. 38, provided us with a
unique opportunity. Small, untwinned, single
crystals of high-temperature tetrahedrite exsolved on cooling into a mosaic of two untwinned oriented low-temperature tetrahedrites.
This fortunate event allowed us also to simultaneously determine the structure of the two
coexisting tetrahedrites (Makovicky & Skinner
1976; in prep.). The phaseswere studied simultaneously by packing a crystal in powdered
ExpBnnvrsNter, Mpruoos
glass inside a capillary, adding some powdered
tetrahedrite of the same composition to serve
The principal materials used in the present as a sulfur buffer, and sealing the evacuated
study were charges homogenized and annealed capillary. Samples of both powder and mosaic
at 400oC during the work reported by Skinner crystals were studied with a Weissenbergcamera
et al.. (1,972). The samples studied were either which was equipped with a heating device contetrahedrite solid solutions or multiphase as- sisting of a resistancecoil wound and cemented
semblages lying close to tetrahedrite in the on two ceramic tubes (Fig. 1). The glass capilsystem Cu-Sb-S. Most samples were studied lary lav along the axis of the heating coil and
by X-ray powder methods. so the chargeswere the specimen was irradiated through a 4 mm
first pulverized then separated into two por- gap between the two tubes. Temperatures were
tions; one of these was mounted for room-tem- measured by a thermocouple, also mounted
perature Guinier photographs.
along the tube axis, and positioned so that the
hcolin g bo diee
lneulolion
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Frc. l. Heating arrangement for a Weissenberg camqra used in annealing
experiments on synthetic tetrahedrites. Heat-isolated goniometer head
with the crystal in a glass capillary is on the left-hand side. The cylindrical layer-line screen is in position for a zero-layer exposure.
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tip of the thermocouple came close to, but did
not touch, the sample. Temperatures were calibrated by observing the melting points of benzil (95.5'C), phenacetin(137.5'C) and saccharin
Q29"C) (Weast 1972). Temperature differences
between sample and thermocouple were found
to be less than 2oC, and temperature stability
during.an experimentwas t4"C.
A high-precision split cassette holding one
sheet of Weissenbergfilm was designed, equipped with special clamps to ensure accurate location of the X-ray film. In the case of the
powdered samples, the effective radius of the
cassette was obtained for each individual
film from room-temperature exposuresusing a
parameters obtained from room-temperature
Guinier photographs of the same samples. A
series of exposures at different temperatures,
up to 275oC, was then recorded on the same
sheet of film. Diffraction angles of the reflections (52L), (440) and (611) showing both
favorable intensities and large A0 values for
the corresponding reflections of the coexisting
tetrahedrites, were measured. For the mosaic
crystals the a values were calculated using a
Nelson & Riley (1945) extrapolation.
TM 1977

Rrsur,rs
Room-temperature cotnposition fields
and solvus tie-lines
As seen in Figure 2, the composition field of
the tetrahedrite solid solution at elevated temperatures is elongate but bounded in part by
curved margins and in part by essentially
straight sides. At all temperatures the field is
limited on the Sb-poor side by a line joining
On the Sb-rich side'
CurrSbnsrgand CurrSboSrg.
however, the composition field changes considerably and covers an extensive reglon expressed by the general formula Cuu+oSbe+rSrs.
At 300'C, the composition reachesapproximately Cu'aSba.eaSrs
Cfatsuka & Morimoto 1973).
Our results and those of Tatsuka & Morimoto
overlap at 400oC and above, and differ only in
minor details concerning the exact shape of the
tetrahedrite composition field. The differences
probably reflect small errors accumulated in
, different stages of the experiments. However,
the work of Tatsuka & Morimoto has a special
bearing on our study, so the differences must
be pointed out (Fig. 2). One difference occurs
TM 1977

sLM 1972
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Frc. 2, Comparison of the shape of the tetrahedrite composition field at 300', 400', 500"C as determined by Tatsuka & Morimoto (I977a, abbreviated TM) and Skinner et al. (1972, abbreviated SLM).
The fietd at 2O'C was determined by Tatsuka & Morimoto (1977a) using samples quenched from
300"C. Heavy shading: one-phase fields; light shading: two-phale fields; white: three-phase fields.
Symbols: pt& pseudotitrahedrite, td tetrahedrite, B high skinnerite, cstb chalcostibite, fm famatinite'
56 antimony, (h)dg (high) digenite, cc chalcocite. Exsolution tie-lines are indicated for the room-temperature tetiahedrite .oorp"rition. as given by Tatsuka & Morimoto (1977a). Ideal compositions
CurzSbaSrg,Cul4sb4srs and CugSb$ (- CurgSb..gsSr") are indicated by triangles.
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one-phase compositions at high temperatures
must exsolve into two phases on cooling. Unfortunately. the composition of the exsolved
tetrahedrites cannot be determined by means of
electron microprobe studies because they rehomogenize under the electron beam. Thus, we
were forced to determine all intergrowth compositions by means of lattice parameters.
All of our starting materials were prepared
at 400oC. Becauseof the shape of the 400oC
composition field our charges could not include
the most Sb-rich tetrahedrite stable at room
temperature; only a few of our samples
quenched to single-phaseproducts at room temperature. Therefore, we had to interpret our
data by sqrnfining the results of Skinner et al.
(1972) and Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973, 1977a).
We started by preparing a best-fitting curve for
Tatsuka & Morimoto's unit-cell measurements
of one-phase tetrahedrites lying along the

at tle Cu-poor end of the 400'C field. According to Tatsuka & Morimato (L977a) the solid
solution field extends to slightb more S-rich
compositioas than reported by Skinner et al.
(1972). Another difference can be seen in the
shape of the field at 500"C (Fig. 2). As previously mentioned, these differences are so
small that we place considerable confidence in
the experiments of Tatsuka & Morimoto. Where
our own data are incomplete, i.e., in the temperature range below 400'C, we have relied
heavily on their data.
Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973) observed that
below 300"C0 the shape of the tetrahedrite composition field thins and moves toward more
Sb-rich compositions. Thus, at room temperature they find a very narrow, boomerang-shaped
field that rims the Sb-rich edge of the field at
300oC (Fig. 2). The position and shape of the
field at room temperature means that most
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bc.undary of the room-temperature field. We
then used the curve to determine compositions
of the coexisting room-temperaturephasesfrom
our own exsolution experiments (Tables 1, 2).
Tie-lines connecting compositions of coexisting tetrahedrites are, within the accuracy of
measurement, parallel to the composition ioin
The tie-lines are well
Cu,rSboSra{urnSbuSrs.
defined in the low-Sb region of the room-temperature solvus, 1.e., between the tips of the
boomerang-shapedfield. At higher Sb contents,
however, the tie-lines seem to rotate slightly in
an anticlockwise direction. This observation is
contrary to the clockwise rotation suggestedby
Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973, Fig. 3). The discrepancy can be readily explained, however, by
comparing our lattice constants for single-phase
tetrahedriteswith those of Tatsuka & Morimoto
(L973). We found excellent agreement in the
low-Sb region but a progressive disparity as
higher Sb contents are approached until differences as great as 0.01A are observedfor the
same composition. If the lattice constant curye
is corrected to remove the discrepancy and to
fit our data, the apparent rotation disappears
and all tie-lines become parallel to the line
Apparentb, Tatsuka &
CutrSbnSrs-CuuSbaSrg.
Morimoto have also discoveredthe discrepancy,
becauseFigure 6 of their (1977a) paper shows
tie-lines very similar to those we propose here.
However, they have yet to discuss the discrepancy betweentheir (1973) and (1'977a)papers.
We have used the correctedcurve (Fig. 9).
For CurnSbnSrg,
a lattice constant of 10.46A
can be extrapolated from both our and Tatsuka
& Morimoto's data. In the majority of the exsolved samples the Cu-rich phase only attains
the values of. L0.44-IO.4SA (tabte 1; Tatsuka &
Morimoto 1973, Table 3). Only two of our
multiphase runs (Nos. 28 and 29, Table 1),
each of which contains free Sb, gave tetrahedrite compositions close to the ideal Cu-rich
end-member; these have a parameters equal to
10.454 and 10.459A, respectively.Thus, neither
nor Cur:SbaSlersith a
composition CuraSbaSra,
proiected lattice parameter of 10.30A, are
reached at room temperature. Our interpretation
of the shape of the room-temperature solvus,
plotted in terms of the lattice parameter and the
variable y in the general tetrahedrite formula
Cura+oSb"+rStr,
is shown in Figure 3.
Shape ol the solvus
Several bulk compositions were selected for
powder X-ray studies of tetrahbdrite exsolution
at temperatures up to 250'C (Table 2). One
group of compositions lies close to the crest of

v
0.3

o.2

10.30

10.35

10.40

10.45

a

Frc. 3. Room-temp€raturelattice parameters 4
(in A) of exsolved tetrahedrite phasesplotted
versustbe y parameterof the homogeneous,highfrom which
temperaturephase Cura+,Sba+,Srs
they quenched.Circles, squares and triangles
denote the originally one-, two- and three-phase
runs, the latt€r with indirectlv determined y
values. Empty symbols indicate trace amounts
of the exsolvedphase.
the solvus (Fig. 4, first row) and a secondgroup
is close to the compositions of the exsolvedendmembers(Fig. 4, secondrow).
Sample 38 allowed us to compare the exsolution process in single crystals with that in pulverized samples.For the single-crystal mount, a
series of X-ray exposureswere taken at fixed
temperaturesduring several heating and cooling
cycles.The time allowed for temperaturechanges
between X-ray exposuresvaried from 10 minutes to two hours. Figure 5 is a composite of
s€veral heating and cooling cycles.The direction
of the temperature change preceding the given
X-ray exposure is indicated by the orientation
of the tip of its triangular symbol. The plot
indicates that complete reversibility and reproducibility of the exsolution process is possible,
without hysteresis, despite the rapidity of the
temperature change.
For the pulverized samples, X-ray exposures
were taken during the individual steps of the
step-wise cooling runs. Two or three such runs
were made with each annealed sample (Fig. 4'
Table 2). We choseto cool the samplesbesause
we expected that the homogenization process
on heating might be retarded compared to that
in single crystals owing to poorer contacts of
the two tetrahedrite phasesin the powder.
According to our observations at all temperatures, the exsolved phases in the powders
are more completely exsolved than in single
crystals of the same composition (as demonstrated for the Sb-poor boundary of the tetrahedrite composition field). This is essentially
true at higher temperatures' where very rapid
and pronounced exsolution takes place in
powdered samples within the first 30'C below
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the solws crest. The difference in lattice con- is the casefor single crystals.Thus, the a values
stants of the two exsolved phasesthen changes of the corresponding exsolved phase in the pulrquch less rapidly with falling temperature than verized sample and in the single-crystal sample

a
t

t

a

-t

a

a
a

10.45

ro.45 a

1045

^

^

o8
0

o

a
1O,3O

1O.S5

10.2()

10.46

a

Frc. 4. Unit-cell edges (in A) of sinele phases(dramonds) and of coexistingexsolvedtetrahedrite phase.s
(triansles) in powdered samples.All results come from multiple cooling runs. Open symbols represent
measurementsof lower accuracy.
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for thermalexpansion)
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Frc. 6. Shape of the low-temperature tetrahedrite
solvus at selectedtemperatures,in terms of the
Iattice parameter d corrected for tlermal expansion, and plotted versus the y parameter
of the original single high-temperature phas€
Horizontal lines with dots denote
Cu12a,Sbaa,S1s.
the y valuesdeterminedfor individual samples.

;
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Table 3, the solvus is half of a distorted ellipparaboloid, open toward low temperatures
Frc. 5. Unit-cell edges(in A) of low-temperature tical
exsolution phasesin a single crystal of tetrahe- and toward Sb-poor compositions. The surface
(sample 38). The plot is appreciably asymmetric: the shape is much
drite - Cu1s.5sSb....Su
represents a composite of several heating and steeperon the Cu-poor side than on the Cu-rich
cooling runs. Orientation of each symbol indi- side. The asymmetry is very pronounced for
catesthe t€mperaturechangeprecedingthe given the compositions poorest in Sb (y values below
measurement.A triangle pointing up means the 0.1) and becomesless and less pronounced with
temperaturewas raised; an arrow pointing down, increasing contents of Sb.
the opposite.
a

Thermal expansion

convergetoward room temperature. The exsolution phenomenon is not composition-dependent,
however, because the solvus determined by
studying samples situated close to the solvus
boundary is identical with that revealed by the
centrally situated samples.
The solvus surface, as determined from the
heated pulverized samples, is shown in Figure
6. In terms of the lattice parameter a, cotected
for thern'tal expansion with help of data from
TA&E
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also might be incorporated in the structure as
interstitial atoms. At (and below) 300o and at
355'C, respectively, pseudotetrahedriteand the
equivalent (disordered) tetrahedrite extend to(Tatsuka & Morimoto
ward Curr.ssSbn.saSrg
DtscusstoN oF REsuLTs
7977 il. Unf ortunately, no density measurements
are reBorted for the very Sb-rich cornpositions'
According to Tatsuka & Morimoto (1977a), the
ol
tetrahedrite
Nature and boundartes
decrease of the pseudotetrahedrite lattice consolid solution
stant d with increasing Sb-content along the
Skinner et al. (1972) and Tatsuka & Morimoto
ioin Cur$-SbrSr is much less pronounced than
(1973) suggestedthat synthetic tetrahedrite com- for normal tetrahedrite in the interval
positions could be expressedby the chemical CurrSbrS,"-CusSbSa.
formula Curr*oSbr+uSta.Their suggestion asThe boundary of the solid-solution field besumed incorporation of additional Cu and Sb tween the compositions CurnSbaSraand Curs
atoms in the crystal structure whereas the num- Sba.srS,,(or the corresponding portion of the
ber of sulfur atoms per unit cell remained con- room-temperature solid solution) is essentially
stant. Some evidencehas now been accumulated straight and within accuracy of measurement
which supports the suggestedformula and its displays a small linear change of a vs composiassumptions.
tion. The change apparently represents an exOur structure determinations of tetrahedrites change of the interstitial metal atoms, so that
(Makovickv & Skinner L976; in prep.) show Ctr+?Vt
Sb3+. The compositions between
that the site occupancies of the sulfur(l) posi- Cur"Sba.grSra
and Curr.ssSba.slSrs
Probably arise
tion (nomenclature of Wuensch 1964) are unity
bv an extension of the same Sb-substitution
in both Cu-poor and Cu-rich tetrahedrites with
mechanism to still lower contents of interstitial
I * 0. Also, the occupancy of the S(2) position copper. The hvpothetical limiting case, Curz
in the centres of the Cu(2) "spinners'o(lVuensch Sba.szSrg,
has not been synthesized.Compositions
o'normal valency"
1964) is unity in Cu-rich phases. The S(2) oc- richer in metals than the
phase
was compositions were not observed.
cupancy in the Cu-poor exsolution
determined to be only 0.9. However, this value
Where the tetrahedrite composition field lies
is within 2 standard errors of full occupancy adiacent to chalcostibite, at 350oC, the line
and might arise from experimental and correla- limiting tetrahedrite compositions connects
tion errors (Makovicky & Skinner, in prep).
to the most Sb-rich pseudotetrahedrite
Cu,nSboSrs
The insorporation of up to four atoms of composition (Tatsuka & Morimoto 1977a).
interstitial Cu per unit cell, suggested bv an Ifowever, all the Sb-rich composition limits
increase in the lattice parametet q with in- recede quickly with increasingtemperature (Fig.
creasing Cu content, and by the density meas- 2). This compositional change is caused by the
urements of Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973), is increasing stability of high skinnerite (phase B,
now confirmed bv the results of our structure Fig. 2) at high temperatures(Skinner et al. 1972,
determinations. The complexity of this incor- Karup-Mdller & Makovicky 1974). Compared
poration, with the partial vacating of the tetra- with tetrahedrite, skinnerite has a "Sb-rich"
hedral Cu(l) position and the highly mobile composition of CusSbSa.
character of the resulting pool of copper atoms,
The last portion of the tetrahedrite composiwill be described by Makovicky & Skinner (in tion field representsa short, nearly linear segDrep.). Even the most Cu-rich comBosition, ment that lies adjacentto the "ideal tetrahedrite"
CutaSbaSrs.can be understood as a "normal
composition, CurrSbrSra.The boundary follows
valencv" covalent compound, Cu*trSbs*.Sra.
closely compositionswith a nearly conslant value
The low-Sb boundary of the tetrahedrite com- of a, but not lines of simple valency compensaposition field (the join CurzSlaSra{u'nSbuSr", tions. Chemically this boundary is difficult to
along which y = 0) is apparently sharply de- characterize. Because of the way the fieldfined by the ordered character of the tetrahedrite boundary position changes with temperature,
structure, with 8 Sb atoms per unit cell.
neither the studiesof Skinner et al. (L972) nor
Little is known about the role of additional Sb those of Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973) yielded
in the structure of tetrahedrite. Density measure- pure tetrahedrite for the compositions measured
ments by Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973), and the for the room-temperature boundary @f., Tatexistence of an ordered superstructure (pseudo- suka & Morimoto L973,Table 3).
tetrahedrite) at compositions close to, and richer
At room-temperature, the composition of the
in Sb than CursSba.g$,Stg,
suggest that excessSb tetrahedrite poorest in Cu having y - 0 is
best-fit lattice constantsat 200oC were estimated
and the lattice constantsof the hypothetical single phasesat25oC were extrapolated(Table 3).
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estimated tq be. ,Curz;asSbeSrg.
This tetrahedrite
has a unit-cell edge of 10.3194. The compositions richest in Sb along the above boundary,
with y : 0.1, have a equal to approximately
10.321,4. The boundary suggeststhat some interatomic distances in the structure might have
reached their minimum, thus preventing further
contraction of the structure and the concurrenr
decreasein copper content. The determination
(Makovicky &
of the structure of Curr.saSbasrs
Skinner, in prep.) shows that the likely explanation might be the already extensivecompression
of S(1)-S(l) distances in the "spinners" and in
the tetrahedral framework of this compound.
The growing disparity between the sturdv [SbSsl
coordination pyramids and progressivelysmaller
ICU(l)Sal tetrahedra is unlikely to represent the
principal explanation of the compositional
boundary, because a similar low-Cu compositional limit occurs in syntletic tennantite, in
which much smaller [AsS'] pyramids occur
(Maske & Skinner 1971). In the substituted natural and synthetic tetrahedrites, Cu+ro(Fe,Zn,
Cu)"*rSbnSr.,the averagesizesof tetrahedra stay
sufficiently large, and the above limitations do
not come into question.
An added, or alternative, reason, also abseni
in the above substituted tetrahedrites, might be
the energetical advantage of a lower Cu2+/Cu*
ratio filling the valency band not by the combination Cu+roCu2+rSbt*nSr",
but by a slightly
more Cu-rich combination Cu+16a5Qs2+r-oSb'*n
Srs. The observed unsubstituted composition
poorest in Cu is - Cu+ro.ooCu'*r.uuSbnSt".
The
structure analysis (Makovicky & Skinner, in
prep.) shows that the incorporation of additional
copper even in this case is connected with partial vacating of the tetrahedral Cu(l) position.
The Cuz+/Cu+ ratio of this tetrahedrite is
0.156. It is remarkably close to the Cu2+/Cu*
ratio of the digenite poorest in Cu, Cur.zorS,
equal to 0.152, or of the occasionallyobserved
digenite composition Cu'.'u S (0.167). The latter
also represents the composition of the lowtemperature phase anilite (Morimoto & Koto
1970, Barton 1973). The full meaning of this
coincidencein the Cu'+/Cu* valuesis not clear.
All these phases represent defect stuffed ccp
structures of some sort" and the Cuz+/Cu+
ratios also indicate certain minimal Ca/ (relevant
portion ol)S ratios or perhaps, the minimal
stable atomic concentration per available copper
positions.
The tetrahedrite composition richest in Sb on
the boundary with minimal a values can roughly be estimated as - Cutr.teSba.osSrs:
it has a
Cu'+/Cu+ ratio of 0.L44 (i.e., Cur."'sS).Owing
to the difficulties described in estimatine the
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composition of the Cu-poor field boundary, the
reliability of this ratio is low. Similar considerations of structure or charge balance or both
might also apply to the Cu-rich tetrahedritesthat
do not attain the most Cu-rich composition,
CuraSb*Sra.
Opinions are divided concerning the presence
of Cu-rich (metal-rich) tetrahedrites in nature,
where Fe. Zn and other divalent metals substituting for copper are readily available. From
microprobe analyses, Springer (1969) and
Charlat & Levy (1974) f.avor the MeuSb+Srr
composition, whereas Nash (1975) favors a
metal-enriched composition. For synthetic substituted samples Cambi et al. (1965) and Tatsuka & Morimoto (L977b) describe metal-enriched compositions but Hall (1972) suggests
only compositions with 2Me = 12. We cannot
yet add to or resolve the speculations, but we
continue to work on the problem.
T'he exsolution process
The general trend of the.exsolution tie-lines
at room temperature, parallel to the CurzSbrSrsjoin, indicates that the two exsolved
CuroSbnSrg
phases possessthe same Sb content and that
exsolution proceeds by diffusion of copper
atoms (c1., Tatsuka & Morimoto 1973). These
conclusions are valid for quenched and cooled
tetrahedrites measured either immediately or
long (up to 3 years) after annealing. This can
be compared with the ready diffusion of copper
atoms observed in copper sulfides (Buerger &
Wuensch 1963, Sadanagaet al. 1975) and in
copper-rich sulfosalts (Makovicky et al. L975,
Makovicky & Skinner 1972. 1975). In all these
compounds, the copper atoms were found to
change from a stationary to a mobile state at
relativelylow temperatures,from 90o to 160'C.
Changesin the Sb content of tetrahedrite will
necessarilybe complicated by the hiehly asymmetric coordination of Sb'* in sulfides. with its
lone pair of electrons (long Sb-S distances)
structurally accommodated on one side of its
coordination polyhedron. Thus we may reasonably expect that the distribution of additional
Sb atoms in the high-temperature structure will
in principle be inherited by both of the exsolved
low-temperature phases, i.e., the dissociation
will only changethe Cu contents of the daughter
phases.
In the chemically similar high skinnerite,
CusSbSs,the isolated [SbSr] groups were found
to be stationary in a structure determination
performed at 170'C (Makovicky & Skinner, in
prep.).
The temperature of the crest of the solvus
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(127"C) for Sb-poor tetrahedrites (y - 0) is
close to the temperature of the low-to-high
phase transformation in skinnerite, CusSbSa,
and in wittichenite,CuSiSg. 122"C and 118"C,
respectively (Makovicky er a/. 1975, KarupMlller & Makovicky 1974). In these two sulfosalts, a marked increasein crystallographic symmetry is observedin the high-temperature form,
indicating a qualitative (stationary->Oartly)
mobile) change in the state of copper upon
transformation. The observation of domain
structure in the high-temperature form of
CusBiSo (Makovicky & Skinner 1975) within
the first 50oC above the phase transition shows
that the "melting" (van Gool 1,974)of. the copper array only becomes complete after a considerable temperature rise. It also involves
anomalies in thermal expansion.
For synthetic tetrahedrites there are no sudden changesin X-ray intensities, no changes in
symmetry and no thermal expansion anomalies
in either of the exsolved phases. Thus, the
mobility (f.e., disordering) and/or the number
of copper atoms involved in the exsolution/
homogenization processes seem to increase
steadily from (below) room temperature uBward,
and to become substantial within about 30oC
below the homogenization temperature. Introduction of "additional" antimony reduces compositional and dimensional difference between
the two exsolved phases.Thus, the temperature
of the solvus crest drops, and at room temperature, the solid solution field closes on the Sbrich side.
.A,lthough synthetic tennantite shows a large
compositional field Curz+'Asa+rSrssimilar to
that of tetrahedrite (Maske & Skinner 1971),
the low-temperature exsolution phenomenon is
not observed. Even small amounts of arsenic
(above 8 mol. Vo of the tennantite component)
can suppressthe exsolution processesin tetrahedrites (Luce et al. 1917). Apparently the
changes in structural geometry caused by the
introduction of much larger [SbSelpyramids in
place of [AsSs] pyramids are such that with
decreasing mobility of copper, as temperature
is lowered, only the Cu-poor (rather empty with
respect to "additional Cu") and the Cu-rich
(nearlv fully "stuffed" with "additional Cu")
tetrahedrite compositions remain stable.

Frc. 7. Scanningelectronmicroscopephotographof
a synthetictetrahedriteaggregate(specimen38).
Low-temperature exsolution disrupted the aggregatewith a net of irregular cracks.Magnification 227x.
continuing exsolution, differences in lattice constants increase and the strained aggregatesbecome disrupted by' irregular cracks (Fig. 7).
The cracks partly follow the irregular boundaries
between the randomly arranged micrograins of
the two exsolved tetrahedrite phases (Fig. 8).
Unfortunately, details of composition and crystallographic homogeneity of the optically individualized exsolved grains (Fie. 8) could not

The shape ol the solvus
The two exsolved tetrahedrite phases have
similar crystal structures, parallel crystallographic orientation and, at least at the beginning
of the exsolution process, very similar lattice
constants and coherent phase boundaries. With

Frc. 8. Microphotograph of the surface of an exsolved synthetic tetrahedrite crystal (specimen
38), elongate parallel to [1111. Darker grains
presumably represent the phase richer in Cu, the
lighter matrix the Cu-poor phase. Magnification

380x.
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be examined due to their small size as well as
to the rehomogenization of tetrahedrite under
the microprobe beam. Where one of the exsolved phases is present in small amounts, its
single-crystal reflections display small "tails"
due to strain.
In the minute grains of the pulverized specimens exsolution probably produces a mtnimum
of coherent boundaries, so that the resulting
phases are primarily bounded by free space.
Thus" the situation in the powder, essentially
strain-free, leads to maximal exsolution.
Furthermore, the dislocations introduced upon
thorough grinding apparently facilitate nucleation and non-coherent exsolution of the resulting phases. The diffraction lines of the two
exsolved phases are always sharp and well-defined.
Thus. the two solvi, one obtained on single
crystals (sample 38, Fig. 5) and the other on
the pulverized samples (e.g., sample 34, FiS. 4
top row) most likely approximate a coherent and
a strain-free solvus, respectively.The coherency
is partly lost on further cooling, owing to the
development of crasks within specimens, and
at lower temperatures the solvus obtained on
single crystals approaches the solvus from
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powders. No significant lowering of the crest
of the coherent curve against that of the
strain-free solvus could be observed.We cannot
comment on this point because none of the
elastic constants involved in this temperature
difference (Cahn 1962) has been measured for
tetrahedrite (Birch 1966).
To a first approximation the crystal structures
of the tetrahedrites studied should consist, at
elevated temperatures, of a framework of stationary atoms and a mobile, "liquid" pool (van
Gool 1974\ of copper atoms with a high diffusion coefficient. This situation seemsto be wellsuited for the formation of large-scale wavelike compositional fluctuations (concentrations
of copper atoms) in the original phase in the
vicinity of the solvus (Cahn 1962, L968), in a
way similar to some framework silicates (Aaronson et al. 1"974).This might result in spinodal
decomposition of the high-temperature phase
and the observedcoherent curve might then be,
at least in its upper parts, close to a coherent
spinodal.
Due to the high diffusion coefficient of copper and excessivestrains at lower temperatures,
the spinodal will not be frozen on quenching;
irregular semi-coherent grains of one phase in

13

Frc. 9. Tentative plot of the composition field of the synthetic tetrahedrile
solid solution at room temperature, and of the slope of the low-tempera'
compositional diagram' compositions are
ture solvus in the cu-sb-s
given in atomic percent. Lattice parameters a are indicated for roomtemperature compositions. Lighter area indicates rarely encountered'compositions. Hatched areas indicate the room-temperature compositions of
coherent and semi-coherent exsolved phases.
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the other will quickly nucleate and grow. No
superstructure due to spinodal fluctuations was
observedon the single-crystalX-ray photographs
taken near the solvus crest.
Where one of the exsolved phases is present
in minimal amounts, (i.e., in few, widely spaced
grains), even powdered samples will approximate coherent exsolution. Thus, the composition of the minor phase will follow a coherent
solvus; its lattice parameter a was found to fall
short of thi: expected values by up to 0.024
(Fig. 3 and Table 1). The amount of strain per
unit volume of the major phase will be minimal
and the latter will proceed to the strain-free
exsolution compositions.
The tentative projection of the low-temperature,-essentiallystrain-free solvus, and of the
room-temperature compositional field of tetrahedrite onto the compositional plot Cu-Sb{ is
given in Figure 9. For the interpretation of the
solvus, we assumedlinear dependenceof the
lattice parameter d on the value of the coefThe
ficient r in the formula Curr*oSbe+rSrr.
results show a much steeperslope of the solvus
for Cu- and Sb-poor compositionsof the composition field. The asymmetry of the solvus can
be explained by the same arguments as ttsed
for the explanation of the position and shape
of the Cu-poor boundary of the tetrahedrite
composition field in the foregoing section.
Should the change of a with x become nonlinear in the regionspoorestin Cu, the shapeof
the tetrahedrite solvus in the Cu-Sb-S diagram
will be less asymmetric.
The shape of the solvus both in Figures 6
and 9 does not support rotation of the exsolution tie-lines at higher temperatures compared
to the room-temperaturesituation.
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